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In the article "Making Tracks" by Dan Levin, the author explores the debate over which indoor running track is the
fastest in the world. The article discusses the various factors that contribute to a track's speed, including its
design, the quality of competitors, crowd reaction, and even the track's reputation. The author also highlights the
work of engineers like Floyd Highfill and Thomas McMahon, who have designed some of the world's fastest
tracks. Highfill's designs focus on the banking of turns, while McMahon's Harvard track emphasizes resilience and
shock absorption. The article concludes by noting that while many factors can influence a track's speed,
advancements in design and technology are continually pushing the boundaries of what is possible.

The article discusses the science and engineering behind building the fastest running tracks. McMahon and
Greene have developed a track with a specific level of compliance, using a load-deflecting device to ensure
accuracy. Davies and Highfill, on the other hand, focus on structural strength, using 2 by 4s to support their
plywood surfaces. The choice of surface material is also discussed, with options ranging from plain plywood to
various synthetics. McMahon asserts that the choice of surface material has zero impact on running speed, but
synthetic surfaces wear better and are easier to clean. The article also mentions a new track at Madison Square
Garden, a collaboration between McMahon, Greene, and Highfill, which will feature a blend of scientific know-how
and practical experience. The track will have a painted wooden surface and its underpinnings will be made of
fiberglass and other exotic materials. The article concludes by noting that despite advances in track-building
research, opinions remain divided on which track is the fastest.
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